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Architecting Secure Software SystemsAuerbach Publications, 2008
Through the use of examples, this volume defines a myriad of security vulnerabilities and their resultant threats. It details how to do a security requirement analysis and outlines the security development lifecycle. The authors examine security architectures and threat countermeasures for UNIX, .NET, Java, mobile, and Web environments, and they...
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Beginning Windows Store Application Development – HTML and JavaScript Edition (The Expert's Voice in Windows 8)Apress, 2013

	Beginning Windows Store Application Development – HTML and JavaScript Edition introduces you to the Windows 8 modern app design paradigm and the new Windows 8 programming model developed around this paradigm.  You'll learn to build rich, immersive applications designed to run on the many devices powered by Windows...
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Learning Bootstrap - Modern, Elegant and Responsive Web Design Made EasyPackt Publishing, 2014

	Key Features

	
		Learn responsive web design and discover how to build mobile-ready websites with ease
	
		Find out how to extend the capabilities of Bootstrap with a huge range of tools and plugins, including jQuery
	
		Do more with JavaScript and learn how to create an enhanced user experience

...
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Energy, Transport, & the Environment: Addressing the Sustainable Mobility ParadigmSpringer, 2012

	I had the pleasure to be one of the speakers at the 2010 World Forum on Enterprise

	and the Environment, held by the Smith School of the University of Oxford. The

	participants, drawn from academia, industry, government and NGOs, were asked

	to explore the challenges and offer pathways to a sustainable, low carbon transportation...
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Python: Master the Art of Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3
	
			Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
	
			Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software...
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Analyzing Computer System Performance with Perl::PDQSpringer, 2011

	To solve performance problems in modern computing infrastructures, often comprising thousands of servers running hundreds of applications, spanning multiple tiers, you need tools that go beyond mere reporting. You need tools that enable performance analysis of application workflow across the entire enterprise. That's what PDQ (Pretty Damn...
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The New Stock Market: Law, Economics, and PolicyColumbia University Press, 2019

	The U.S. stock market has been transformed over the last twenty-five years. Once a market in which human beings traded at human speeds, it is now an electronic market pervaded by algorithmic trading, conducted at speeds nearing that of light. High-frequency traders participate in a large portion of all transactions, and a significant...
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Creative Problem Solving for ManagersRoutledge, 1999

	This updated text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive case-studies and examples from a wide range of business situations, it explores a wide range of problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used to solve a range of management problems.

...
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The Paradigm of Simias: Essays on Poetic Eccentricity (Trends in Classics - Supplementary Volumes)De Gruyter, 2019

	This book's concern is with notoriously obscure ancient poets-riddlers, whom it argues to have been an essential, albeit necessarily marginal, element of the literary landscape of Antiquity, which, in addition, exerted subtle yet lasting influence on European culture. The three first essays in this book trace a direct line of influence...
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The Age of Living Machines: How Biology Will Build the Next Technology RevolutionW W Norton, 2019

	
		From the former president of MIT, the story of the next technology revolution, and how it will change our lives.

	
		A century ago, discoveries in physics came together with engineering to produce an array of astonishing new technologies: radios, telephones, televisions, aircraft, radar, nuclear power,...
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Digital Data Integrity: The Evolution from Passive Protection to Active ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
How to plan your future strategy for efficient, cost-saving data management
    Businesses have historically treated data protection as an afterthought, as simply making an occasional copy of data that could be used in the future. Today, this attitude is changing rapidly. The ever-increasing amount of data, along with the...
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Handbook of Large-Scale Random NetworksSpringer, 2009

	With the advent of digital computers more than half a century ago, researchers working in a wide range of scientific disciplines have obtained an extremely powerful tool to pursue deep understanding of natural processes in physical, chemical, and biological systems. Computers pose a great challenge to mathematical sciences, as the range of...
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